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The MYK traditionally covers both up to date research on fungal pathogens and new clinical developments. With this broad portfolio, it offers excellent opportunities especially for young scientists – who get the chance to present and discuss their data with experts from all over the world! Throughout the program, with few exemptions sessions will be held in English.

Abstract Topics for 2020 are:

- Fungal Pathogens – Biology, Virulence
- Host – Immune Response
- Clinic – Epidemiology, Diagnosis, Therapy, Resistance
- Environment & Mycobiome
- Free Topics

Myk2020
Meet outstanding colleagues

Speakers confirmed for Myk2020

Maiken Arendrup | Kopenhagen
Gerhard Braus | Göttingen
Agostinho Carvalho | Braga
Christina Cuomo | Cambridge
Neil Gow | Exeter
Salome LeibundGut-Landmann | Zurich
Tobias Hohl | New York
Damian Krysan | Iowa City
Ulrich Kück | Bochum
Cornelia Lass-Flörl | Innsbruck
Mike Lorenz | Houston
David Perlin | Nutley
Dominique Sanglard | Lausanne
Paul Verweij | Nijmegen
Gordon Brown | Exeter

Reinhard Fischer | Karlsruhe
Lars Kaderali | Greifswald

... and many others
Würzburg is a highlight city in Germany! It’s history goes back to the year 1000 BC. The Marienberg Fortress is the landmark of the city and was the seat of the Prince-Bishops for more than 500 years. Everywhere in Würzburg masterworks created by such renowned artists as Tilman Riemenschneider, Balthasar Neumann and Giovanni Battista Tiepolo can be admired.

The baroque Residenz is listed in the UNESCO „World Heritage“ list as one of Europe’s most precious architectural treasures. Würzburg is also known as the „Gateway to the Romantic Road“ – the capital of sunny Franconia, a landscape whose vineyards flank the River Main, and are famous throughout the world. The Franconian wine together with the city’s Baroque splendour makes a visit to Würzburg a memorable experience.

Further information is available from Congress • Tourismus • Wirtschaft • Würzburg www.wuerzburg.de
Dare something new...

...and register for Myk2020
VENUE
„Neue Universität“
Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg
Sanderring 2
97070 Würzburg

DATE
16–19 September 2020

HOSTING SOCIETIES
German speaking Mycological Society (DMykG) e. V.
Collaborative Research Center FungiNet

CONFERENCE CHAIR
Prof. Oliver Kurzai, M.D.
Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg
Institut für Hygiene und Mikrobiologie

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION AND REGISTRATION
Abstract submission and registration will soon be possible via the conference homepage
www.dmykg-kongress.de.

CONFERENCE ORGANISER
Conventus Congressmanagement & Marketing GmbH
Dorothee Gröninger
Phone +49 3641 31 16-396
dmykg-conference@conventus.de
www.conventus.de

Myk2020 All News on Twitter from @okurzai